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Kolkata: Rohan Noronha was more
than mildly apprehensive when he star-
ted to plan out a vacation in God’s own co-
untry, Kerala, with his partner of one ye-
ar. The prospect of exploring the backwa-
ters in Kerala with the love of his life had
been a cherished dream for a while now
— one that the 34-year-old fashion stylist
was determined to see through.

There was one tiny glitch though.
Both Noronha and his partner identi-
fy as gay. And in a country which still
refuses to recognise same sex love and
the draconian section 377 is still to be
struck down, his dream was fraught
with several socially uncomfortable
possibilities that could turn it into a
nightmare.

Enter Indjapink. Their customised
Kerala package didn’t just include the
backwaters and houseboats but also
gay-friendly hotels, gay guides to gay
tour leaders and gay-friendly chauffe-
urs as a part of their itinerary and of-
ferings. Started by fashion designer
Sanjay Malhotra, the Delhi-based
company is one among the many gro-
wing brands in the country that are
welcoming international, NRI and ex-
pat guests from the LGBT (Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender) commu-
nity to India.

“It is a niche market to explore and peo-
ple in India, quite contrary to what we be-
lieve, are warming up to the idea of ho-
spitality in the LGBT segment. We keep
the marketing of our brand subtle in the
country but our global partners market it
in a big way and we end up conducting 10
to 15 such trips to India a month which in-
clude not just gay group holidays but also
honeymoon packages,” said Rajat Sing-
la, owner at Delhi-based Pink Vibjyor.
For Singla 96% of his clients are gay men
and above 45 years old.

While the services come at no extra
cost and the packages cost as much as
any other package in the market, LGBT
travellers are spending an average of
.̀ 2.5 lakh to .̀ 4 lakh for a normal package

extended over a week.
It’s a hush-hush word in the Indian

tourism industry, but one that can ma-
ke the country a haven for the global
LGBT community. Rajat is not only or-
ganising holidays for the community
but also investing in the sector. 

Putting in investments to the tune of
.̀ 4 crore, he is all set
to start his own cha-
in of gay bed and bre-
akfast facilities in
Delhi, Jaipur, Goa
and Cochin by early
next year. Though
Pink Vibjyor and all
its sub brands enter-
tain international
tourists, Rajat has
10% of his clients
from India who look
for pocket friendly
long weekends in the
segment.

Though hotels in the
segment are not any-
more an exotic idea,

Rajat’s upcoming B&Bs already have
competition. The Mister and Art Hou-
se, also founded by Sanjay Malhotra, is
one of a kind and a revolutionary bouti-
que hotel in India. Located in the plush
area of South Delhi, The Mister and Art

House alongside a collection of antiqu-
es and homo-erotic art, cater only to gay
men. The facility gets a full house in
the peak season between September
and March and occupancy dips only
slightly between April and August.
Alongside offering gay friendly staff,
they also go the extra way by arran-
ging champagne, flowers and candles-
lit rooms for their guests.

“All major hotels in the country in-
cluding the many luxury resorts
which international tourists often
prefer cash on the segment and follow
a ‘no questions asked’ policy when it
comes to the sexuality of their guest.
They do not acknowledge the segment
openly but most of them are TAG app-
roved,” said Varun Lakhotia, owner
at Planeta Rosa, another Delhi based
LGBT travel agent and tour operator
specializing in organising gay and les-
bian travel in India.

The 2,000 TAG approved member pro-
perties worldwide represent the very
best of LGBT-friendly hospitality.

Though tailor made packages are hot
selling items with these operators, ac-
cording to most of the brands, Delhi,
Udaipur, Jaipur and Agra circuit are a
favourite amongst guest who flock to In-
dia from countries like Canada, US,
Australia, Spain and Portugal.

Tourism Sector is Trying to
Make LGBTs Feel at Home 
Cos begin to offer customised packages with gay-friendly hotels, guides & chaufferus 

Window Of Opportunity
Indjapink’s customised Kerala package 
includes backwaters, houseboats gay-
friendly hotels, gay guides, gay tour leaders 
& gay-friendly chauffeurs

It’s a hush-hush word in Indian
tourism industry, but can make
the country a haven for global
LGBT community

While the services come at no extra cost and 
packages cost as much as any other package, 
LGBT travellers spend an average of `2.5 lakh 
`4 lakh for a normal one week package

All major
hotels
follow a
‘no
questions
asked’
policy
when it
comes to
sexuality
of their
guest
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Mumbai: India’s largest lender State
Bank of India on Friday launched an
updated version of Buddy Pay with di-
rect payments features for IRCTC and
Madura Fashion and Lifestyle which
runs retail outlets such as Louis Phil-
lipe and Peter England. 

The bank has also tied up with 2,500
educational institutions and
government entities for pay-
ments through the bank’s Mul-
ti Option Payment System.

Now, customers can buy tick-
ets online at IRCTC through
SBI Buddy and even use Buddy
to make payments at Madura
fashion’s 1,200 retail outlets
across the country. SBI Buddy
can also be used to make go-
vernment payments online
through its partnerships with
educational institutions and
government agencies.

“We might have hopped on to
the wallet revolution late, but we
have learnt it very fast and now
armed with the trust factor of
our customers and a variety of
partnerships, we will be offering
them all the ease of making pay-
ments through SBI Buddy,” said
Arundhati Bhattacharya, chair-
man, SBI.

Riding the payments revolu-
tion wave in the country, the
bank is planning a number of
methods to improve customer
facilities through its digital
platform and is even planning
to revamp Buddy and make it
usable on Java enabled non
smart phones.

IRCTC, which has one third of
the payments on its platform go-
ing through the digital payment
channels of State Bank of India,
hopes to take the number even
further with its partnership
with Buddy.

Now, Buy Railway
Tickets on IRCTC
Directly Through
SBI Buddy
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Mumbai: Biocon aims to unlock oppor-
tunities for launch of its biosimilar
drugs in the top-20 emerging markets.
The Bengaluru-based biopharmaceuti-
cal company has set its eyes on these
markets where the time frame for regu-
latory approvals may vary from a few
months to a year.

Chairperson Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw,
speaking to the media over a call follo-
wing the announcement on Thursday

of the company’s earnings for the quar-
ter to June, described Biocon’s biolo-
gics business as a “star performer”.

The segment grew 53%
year-on-year to .̀107 crore,
aided by launches in a few
emerging markets. Biocon
reported 11% growth in its
revenues to .̀ 952 crore whi-
le its net profit went up 17%

to .̀147 crore. 
The company is steadily gaining trac-

tion for biosimilar filings in some of the
key developed markets. “The submission

of pegfilgrastim, our first biosimilar fi-
ling in EU, is a critical milestone this qu-
arter. Our insulins business made a mark
with the launch of Insulin Glargine in Ja-
pan,” Mazumdar-Shaw said. 

In addition, she said, Biocon has re-
ceived regulatory approvals from
MoH, Malaysia, for rh-Insulin and
Glargine, which will enable commer-
cialisation of these products. “We are
on track for filing some of our biosi-
milars and generic formulations in
the developed markets later this ye-
ar,” she said.

Biocon to Launch Biosimilar Drugs in EMs 
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New Delhi: Crop planting has jumped
23.8% in the past one week, helped by hea-
vy rains during the period, with the cur-
rent overall planting stands 3.28% hig-
her than last year at 692.98 lakh hectare,
official data showed. The increase was
largely seen in acreage of rice, pulses
and coarse cereals.

Water levels in reservoirs have also ri-
sen significantly in the past month, pro-
viding more water for irrigation which
is good news for farmers. As of July 21,
the water available in the 91 important
reservoirs was 54.419 billion cubic met-
res, which was higher than the 10-year
average of 52.050 bcm, according to data
from the Central Water Commission.

Rice currently covers an area of 183.06
lakh hectare, an increase of 47.7% from last

week. The acreage has largely seen an incre-
ase in Maharashtra, Assam, Chhattisgarh
and Punjab. This kharif season rice will be
planted on 392.81lakh hectare. Similarly, the
area under pulses acreage rose to 26.9%
from the past week, and 39.39% over the pre-
vious year in the same period to 90.17 lakh
hectare. Planting of arhar has increased
more than 53% from last year. Higher plan-
ting was recorded in Maharashtra, Rajast-
han and Karnataka.

Crop Planting Rises 23.8% in One Week 
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ભાસ્કર ન્યૂઝ . અમદાવાદ

દક્ષિણ ગુજરાત અને  સૌરાષ્ટ્રમાં ચોમાસાનો 
જોરદાર પ્ારંભ થયાં બાદ ભારે વરસાદની 
ગેરહાજરીને કારણે અમદાવાદ સક્હત રાજયનાં 
8 ક્જલ્ાઓમાં 60 ટકાથી વધુ વરસાદની ઘટ 
નોંધાઇ છે. જેમાં અમદાવાદ અને ભરુચમાં 60 
ટકા જયારે સૌથી વધુ 75  ટકા વરસાદની ઘટ 
વડોદરામાં  નોંધાઇ છે.

દક્ષિણ ગુજરાત અને સૌરાષ્ટ્રમાં વરસાદની 
ધમાકેદાર એન્ટ્રી બાદ ભારે વરસાદની ગેરહાજરી 
જોવા મળી છે. આ વર્ષે 1્ી જુનથી 22મી જુન 
રાજયનાં મોટાભાગનાં ક્વસતારોમાં વરસાદની 

ગેરહાજરીને કારણે મહત્તમ તાપમાન વધીને 
34 ડડગ્ી પાર કરી ગયું છે. જેને ્ીધે હા્માં 
ભરચોમાસે ઉનાળા જેવો માહો્ સર્જાતાં ્ોકો 
પરેશાન થઇ ઉઠાં છે. રાજયમાં 60 ટકાથી વધુ 
વરસાદની ઘટ ધરાવતાં રાજયનાં 8 ક્જલ્ાઓમાં 
અમદાવાદ સક્હત આણંદ, બનાસકાંઠા, ભરુચ, 
વડોદરા, ર્મનગર, કચછ અને રાજકોટનો 
સમાવેશ થાય છે. તેમજ દાદરાનગર હવે્ીમાં 
9 ટકા, અરવલ્ીમાં 7  ટકા અને મક્હસાગર 
ક્જલ્ામાં 12 ટકા વધુ વરસાદ પડ્ો છે. આ 
ઉપરાંત રાજયનાં અન્ય ક્જલ્ાઓમાં પણ 
25થી 50 ટકા જેટ્ી 
વરસાદની ઘટ છે.

રાજ્યિાં આઠ નજલલામાં 60 ટકાથી વધુ વરસાદિી ઘટ
અમદાવાદ અિે ભરુચમાં 60 ટકા જ્યારે સૌથી વધુ 75  ટકા ઘટ વડોદરામાં

નજલલાવાર વરસાદિી ઘટ
જિલ્લો સરેરાશ આટ્લો થ્લો ઘટ
વડોદરા 369.9 92.2 75ટકા
કચછ 155.9 46.6 70ટકા
આણંદ 315.4 98.7 69ટકા
રાજકોટ 268.7 98.1 63ટકા
ર્મનગર 244.4 93.3 62ટકા
બનાસકાંઠા 214.4 82.6 61ટકા
ભરુચ 335.4 133.5 60ટકા
અમદાવાદ 257.8 103.3 60ટકા

BRTS સટટેન્ડ પર પથથરમારલો ્કરી 
સ્કકૂટર સળગાવનારા સામે  ફરર્ાદ

ક્ાઈમ રરપલોટ્ટર, અમદાવાદ

દક્્ત સમાજના આંદો્નની આડમાં 
તોફાની તતવોએ ક્બઆરટીએસ 
બસ સટેન્ડ પર પથથરમારો કરી ભય 
ફે્ાવતા ઓઢવ પો્ીસ મથકમાં 
ફરીયાદ નોંધાવા પામી છે. ગુરૂવારે 

રાતે સી.એન.સી ફેકટરીની સામે 
આવે્ા બીઅારટીએસ બસ સટેન્ડ 
પાસે ત્રણ થી ચાર બાઈક પર આવે્ા 
7 થી 8 અર્ણી વયકકતઓઅે પહે્ા 
સકકુટર સળગાવયા બાદ બસ સટેન્ડ પર 
પથથરમારો કરી ભયનું વાતાવરણ 
ઉભુ કયુું હતું.

વરસાદિા આં
કડા મી.મી.માં છ

ે.

અંકુર પાસે મોડી રાત્ે અકસમાત

ફોડ્ડ ચાલકે એક્ટવાિે 200 
મીટર ઘસડું, એકિું મોત

ભાસ્કર ન્યૂઝ . અમદાવાદ

અંકકુર પાસે શુક્રવારે મોડી રાતે્ર 
11.15 વાગયે કાર અને એકકટવા 
વચ્ે અકસમાત સર્જાયો હતો. જેમાં 
એક યુવાનનું મોત થયું હતું. 

જય મંગ્થી મીરાક્બકા રોડ 
ઉપર રાધાકૃષ્ણ સોસાયટી પાસે મોડી 

રાત્રે એકકટવા પર યુગ્ જઇ રહું 
હતું આ સમયે ફોડ્ડ કારના ચા્કે 
જોરદાર ટક્કર મારતા એકકટવા 
200 મીટર સુધી ઘસડાયું હતું. આ 
અકસમાતમાં યુવાનનું મોત થયું હતું 
જયારે મક્હ્ાને ગંભીર ઇર્ થઇ 
હતી. નજરે જોનારા ્ોકો જણાવયા 
મુજબ કારમાં 6 યુવાન બેઠા હતા. 

અંકકુર પાસે થયે્ા અકસમાતને પગ્ે ટોળું એકઠું થયું હતું. જયારે પો્ીસે 
તપાસ શરૂ કરી હતી. તસવીર - ધવ્ ભરવા્ડ


